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Addition by
Subtraction
Harvard undergraduates would be

much freer than they are now to shape a

course of study if the recommendations of

the “Report on the Harvard College Cur-

ricular Review” are enacted. The 67-page

report, released to the Faculty of Arts and

Sciences (FAS) by its dean, William C.

Kirby, on April 26 (www.fas.harvard.-

edu/curriculum-review/report.html), rec-

ommends procedures to let students pur-

sue their interests more readily and work

more closely with professors in doing so.

But major substantive questions remain.

It is not yet possible to discern what kind

of general education will succeed the

Core curriculum (which is to be phased

out); how the aim of better science educa-

tion will be realized; nor in what ways

concentrations (whose requirements may

be lessened) will be reshaped. Now FAS

will determine, by closer study and, pre-

sumably, legislation during the next acad-

emic year, what use to make of the envi-

sioned curricular freedom.

In a letter introducing the report to fac-

ulty members, Kirby wrote of the chal-

lenge of educating undergraduates in an

“age of ever-greater pressures for special-

ization and professionalization.” Against

those pressures, he o≠ered a vision of re-

newed “liberal education in the arts and

sciences.” Given the interconnectedness

of knowledge in the world, it would both

embrace “concentrated learning” for stu-

dents and enable them to grasp “the im-

portance and relevance of fields to which

they do not themselves owe personal alle-

giance and in which they have not devel-

oped special expertise.”

Kirby gave priority to enhancing “op-

portunities for our students in interna-

tional studies and in the sciences”—

realms of dramatic change since the

review of general education in the 1970s

that yielded the Core curriculum (orga-

nized around “approaches to knowl-

edge”). Students would be “expected” to

study, conduct research, or work abroad.

To accommodate those expanded focal

points, Kirby explained, the Core would

be succeeded by “integrative, founda-

tional” Harvard College Courses, in

which “faculty would take on the respon-

sibility of defining what we believe our

students will need to know.” Students

could use such courses, along with more

numerous departmental o≠erings, to

fulfill general education requirements—a

sort of loose distribution system. For il-

lustrative purposes, the report suggests

students might complete two courses

each in humanities, social sciences, life

sciences, and physical sciences and engi-

neering (thereby increasing undergradu-

ates’ science exposure), plus a final cate-

gory of “international perspectives.” The

total requirement—10 semester-length

courses plus a term of foreign language

(perhaps part of the “ international”

range)—exceeds the Core’s standard

seven courses, but widens each category

and the number of options that qualify as

general education.

Student options would be further

widened by deferring concentration

choice from freshman year until the end

of the first sophomore term, and by cap-

ping required concentration courses at 12

(rather than 12 to 14 of an undergraduate’s

32 courses now) and doing away with

honors tracks (typically 14 to 16 courses).

Students who wished to take more

courses in their field could do so.

Finally, to foster closer professor-stu-

dent collaboration, Kirby noted that the

report suggests, among other measures,

mandating faculty-led freshman and ju-

nior seminars. Section sizes might also

decrease, from 18 students to 15—of gen-

eral importance, and critical for Harvard

College Courses, which may have huge

enrollments.

“The important messages of this report

are the broad themes,” said Je≠rey Wol-

cowitz, the Harvard College associate

dean who served as principal author. The

most important of those, he said, is the

“rea∞rmation of a broad liberal arts and

sciences education.”

That message particularly resonated

with some faculty members. At the May 4

faculty meeting, the first of two dedicated

to discussing the report, William Mills

Todd III emphasized resisting “require-

ment creep”—professors’ unending quest

to teach their students more about their

own fields, as if they were preparing all

College concentrators for academic ca-

reers. Harvard College dean Benedict H.

Gross, a mathematician, who oversaw the

curriculum review, said, “We don’t gradu-

ate historians of science. We graduate

students of Harvard College.”

Todd, who is Levin professor of litera-

ture and professor of comparative litera-

ture, and a former dean of undergradu-

ate education, outlined four principles

for successful curriculum revision. One is

trust: in professors, to create good

courses, and in students, to seek out in-

tellectual challenge. Another is rethink-

ing traditional disciplines and bringing

professors’ current research into the

classroom. Both are parts of what Kirby’s

letter described as reasserting “the fac-

ulty’s responsibility” to guide students

even as the curricular collar is loosened.

Todd’s third criterion is acting on the

promise to o≠er small-class instruction

throughout students’ Harvard years. The

e≠ect, he said, would be even more criti-

cal than improved academic advising

(another of the report’s goals—and a
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perennial complaint in the College). Fi-

nally, he pointed to the report’s advocacy

of “recertification” of each concentration

by the dean’s Educational Policy Com-

mittee, which has jawboned depart-

ments on their requirements during the

past decade. In an interview, Kirby

confirmed that he envisioned reviews in

which each concentration would have to

clarify its program of study, explain how

it is organized for students, and what re-

sources beyond traditional departmental

bounds it uses to encompass interdisci-

plinary opportunities. The intent, he

said, is to give the concentrations a

“fresh look.”

Many speakers on May 4 and at the

following meeting on May 18 embraced

the report’s procedural and pragmatic

plans. But several voiced concerns about

the intellectual underpinnings of the rec-

ommendations and the ultimate content

of the undergraduate curriculum. Butten-

wieser University Professor Stanley H.

Ho≠mann called the report “an interest-

ing document” but said “it does lack a ra-

tionale” for the goals of the education it

sketches. He contrasted this report with

the discussion preceding the introduction

of General Education after World War II

and the shaping of the Core.

Specifically, he regretted the absence of

a “moral reasoning” component, a pillar

of the Core, and feared that the vetting

process (by which professors’ Core-

course proposals were reviewed to assure

their contribution to general education)

might be lost. Ford professor of the social

sciences David Pilbeam, another former

dean of undergraduate education, also

worried about moving from the Core’s

dozens of courses, “collectively owned by

the faculty,” to far fewer Harvard College

Courses—in e≠ect, entrusting the bal-

ance of general education to departmen-

tal control. (Dean Gross estimated that

there might be two or so Harvard College

Courses per area, some perhaps year-long,

some co-taught by faculty members from

di≠erent disciplines.)

Loeb associate professor of the hu-

manities Virginie Greene suggested that

the curriculum report had too little

sense of the past, of individual and cul-

tural change through time. She also wor-

Hatched in hawaii, fledged in the Bronx, and sighted above with some of Har-

vard’s 17,000 warblers is Scott V. Edwards ’86, who migrated after college to Berke-

ley to get a Ph.D. and to the University of Washington to teach and do research for

nine years, returning to Cambridge in January as professor of organismic and evo-

lutionary biology and curator of the bird collection at the Museum of Comparative

Zoology. (The warblers were on the floor for five hours during a storeroom remod-

eling.) Edwards spends time in the field (down under, recently) and in the lab,

where “his work has increased by an order of magnitude the avian DNA sequences

available for genetic analysis,” said William C. Kirby, dean of the Faculty of Arts

and Sciences, when announcing Edwards’s appointment. His study of avian DNA

has led to insights into the behavior and ecology of birds and helped him to climb

their family trees. He suspects and hopes to help prove, for instance, that all the

world’s songbirds, more than half of all bird species, got their start in Australia.

Edwards will teach molecular evolution this fall and, in the spring, a broad survey

of the natural history of birds, with which he hopes to launch a new generation of

Harvard ornithologists. For recreation he hikes, bikes, and plays the drums (rock

and roll, blues). He lives with his wife, Elizabeth Adams, and their daughters,

Kayla, 3, and Liana, 7, who can tell a starling from a red-winged blackbird, in Con-

cord, Massachusetts, where a bit of birdwatching comes with the territory. 
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Scott  V.  Edwards
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ried that the new priorities, if imple-

mented superficially, would give stu-

dents merely a gloss of “scientism” and

“internationalism.” James Engell, Gur-

ney professor of English literature and

professor of comparative literature, also

raised fundamental issues about values

and humanistic study. As “science chal-

lenges our conceptions of human na-

ture,” he said, “our conceptions of hu-

manity need constantly to challenge

how the science is applied.” Interna-

tional education, in his view, embraced

not just experiences abroad, but immer-

sion in language, history, philosophy, lit-

erature, and the study of religion—or

“culture.” Quoting John Maynard Keynes

on Alfred Marshall, he read to the assem-

bled faculty members, “The master econ-

omist must possess a rare combination

of gifts. He must be mathematician, his-

torian, statesman, philosopher—in some

degree. He must understand symbols

and speak in words.”

Another literary scholar, Porter profes-

sor of medieval Latin Jan M. Ziolkowski,

o≠ered perhaps the broadest criticism of

the curriculum reform. “Concentrations

are to be cut down (some might say gut-

ted),” he said, “because they are seen to

stand on the wrong side of two alleged

divides, one between mastery of knowl-

edge and sophistication of thought and

another between specialization…and rig-

orous and creative thinking….Such di-

chotomies do not apply in the concentra-

tions with which I am most familiar.” (As

evidence, he later cited one of his stu-

dents, Matthew R. Ciardiello, who had

just won a Hoopes Prize for his thesis on

a Latin poem and is now happily heading

o≠ to work as an investment banker.) As

for general education, Ziolkowski pro-

fessed “alarm” about the Harvard College

Courses, whose appeal he could not grasp

“despite repeated perusal of the relevant

paragraphs.”

Some of the concerns undoubtedly re-

flect the way the curriculum review was

created. Members of the four working

groups (concentrations, general educa-

tion, pedagogy, students’ overall acade-

mic experience) proceeded separately, al-

though their chairs met on a steering

committee with Deans Kirby, Gross, and

Wolcowitz. No one was responsible for

fashioning what Ziolkowski calls “an

overarching philosophy about a liberal-

arts education.” Not all faculty mem-

bers appear convinced that general edu-

cation should be defined by divisional

lines, which are more administrative

than intellectual. And the final report

contains recommendations that

were not entirely the fruit of the

working groups’ labors. (Professor

of Latin Kathleen M. Coleman told

the faculty her group, on con-

centrations, did not address

capping the number of courses

in concentrations at 12, and

that the lack of “cohesion” in

some respects reflected a report col-

lated for publication.)

Between the two faculty meetings,

Dean Kirby described the curriculum re-

view as proceeding from “the need to re-

assert the centrality of a liberal educa-

tion in a research university in a way that

really does go against every trend in the

profession, here and everywhere else,” as

faculty members specialize and students

declare their academic and career inter-

ests earlier. In that light, he said he was

very encouraged by the faculty’s spirited

involvement.

President Lawrence H. Summers, who

has repeatedly highlighted renewal of un-

dergraduate education (for instance, in

his Commencement address last year,

July-August 2003, page 63), called the re-

port “a very exciting framework.” He

pointed to the importance of several of its

themes, including “empowering the stu-

dents, bringing faculty and students

closer together, strengthening education

in the sciences, and engaging students

with the world.” He also noted some of

the large issues involved in implementing

the curriculum FAS finally adopts: ex-

panding the faculty, building facilities for

undergraduates to conduct research, cre-

ating the sta≠ and facilities to satisfy the

report’s ambitions to integrate public ser-

vice and the arts into the curriculum, and

making arrangements to support stu-

dents’ international experiences.

Or as Kirby wrote, “There is, in short,

more work to be done.” He began that ef-

fort on May 18 by announcing the forma-

tion of new committees to develop

specific proposals for general education

and Harvard College Courses; to address

problems in the teaching of basic science

to generalists, concentrators, and pre-

medical students; and to review the re-

quired expository writing course and the

integration of writing and oral presenta-

tion skills with general education.

As those groups began their work,

Kirby said, there would be many meetings

and consultations to advance the reshap-

ing of the curriculum. Alongside FAS’s

academic and physical planning, he said,

he expected those conversations to enable

him by this coming fall to “announce di-

rections” for a substantially more ambi-

tious expansion of the faculty than the

current goal (10 percent growth, or 60

new positions, during this decade)—

clearly a fundamental step toward many

of the curriculum review’s aims.

His larger vision, he said, remains to

distinguish a Harvard education deci-

sively from that of most universities,

where “the purposes of the undergradu-

ate college have been somewhat eclipsed

by the larger research enterprise.”
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